IMPORTANT INFORMATION
FOR BIKE, QUAD AND SSV
February 2018
Dear Competitor on the Merzouga Rally 2018.
For Merzouga Rally 2018, MARLINK EVENTS will provide you with a satellite tracking equipment called
Smalltrack. This mendatory equipment will be handed to you at the administrative checks before the rally.
Here you find some operating instructions in order to ensure that you’re well prepared for the rally.
SMALLTRACK – YOUR ULTRA LIGHT SATELLITE SYSTEM


Smalltrack monitors your GPS location and speed automatically, sending an alert
to the PC course if your vehicle stops, takes a big hit sending an alert to the PC
course if your vehicle stops, takes a big hit or experiences an inclination.



Smalltrack allows you to send manually two different types of alerts to the PC
course:
Pushing the Green button, Smalltrack immediately informs the PC course that you or another competitor
has a mechanical problem.
Pushing the red button, Smalltrack immediately informs the PC course that you are victim or
witness of an accident that requires medical assistance.

SMALLTRACK MOUNTING ACCESSORIES

Bracket : mandatory

Power Cable : recommended

Theses accessories are available on our eshop Marlink http://eshop.marlink.com and will be shipped by UPS / DHL,
or delivered at the administrative checks.

DEPOSIT PROCEDURE
A deposit is mandatory for the Smalltrack rental (700€ by competitor BIKE/ QUAD/ SSV)
This deposit is payable to MARLINK EVENTS by credit card and has to be settled before the delivery of the
item at the administrative checks.


Credit card: If choose to pay the deposit by credit card, please return the deposit form fully filled in with
your credit card details.
Please make sure that the amount of your deposit is available on your credit card!
If not, contact your bank in order to authorize the reservation of the amount.

The deposit will only be cashed in case of: non restoration, theft, destruction of the devices, launching of the
distress beacon as well as Iritrack spare parts requested during the rally. In case of damages of the Smalltrack, the
amount of the repairs is likely to be cashed from the deposit within 60 days from the end of the rally. Non-restored
devices before April 20th 2018 will be invoiced 76 € per week of delay.
Please do not hesitate to contact me if you have any questions.
The entire MARLINK team is looking forward to seeing you on
the rally. Kindest regards,
Mehdi COUILLARD
Events Department
Phone : + 33 (0) 1 48 84 34 07
Email : mehdi.couillard@marlink.com / services.events@marlink.com

